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domain--original copyright holder relinquishes all rights to the

software. Common questions are answered and sitelicensing and

bulkpurchase software are suggested as legal alternatives to
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enables us ,to accom-

lish many different tasks

th computers. Unfortunately,

in order to get our work done

quickly and conveniently, some

people make and use unautho-

rized software copies. The

purpose of this brochure is to

provide a brief outline of what

you legally can and cannot do

with software. Hopefully it will

help you better understand the

implications and restrictions of

the U.S. Copyright Law.
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Software and Intellectual Rights

Respect for intellectual labor and creativity is vital to academic

discourse and enterprise. This principle applies to works of all

authors and publishers in all media. It encompasses respect

for the right to acknowledgement, right to privacy, and right

to determine the form, manner, and terms of publication

and distribution.

Because electronic information is volatile and easily

reproduced, respect for the work and personal expression

of others is especially critical in computer environments.

Violations of authorial integrity, including plagiarism,

invasion of privacy, unauthorized access. and trade secret

and copyright violations, may be grounds for sanctions

against members of the academic community.

'7)1 (.1111., of Information T. riumioau Pngram
broadest ims.311ile adHpliw: crat, Id ponripb..

al,' Is intentird (or (viariamo atilt Ipq, i,u .,111,mitils, 'Jim
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Classification of Software

In terms of copyright, there are four broad classifications
of software:

Commercial
Shareware
Freeware
Public Domain

The restrictions and limitations regarding each classification
are different.

COMMERCIAL

COMMERCIAL software represents the majority or software pur

chased from software publishers, commercial computer stores etc
When you buy software, you are actually acquiring a license to use it,

not own it. You acquire the license from the company that owns the
comight. The conditions and restrictions of the license agreement
vary, from program to program and should he read carefully. In gen-
eral, commercial software licenses stipulate that (I) the software is
covered by copyright, (2) although one archival copy of the software
can he made, the backup copy cannot be used except when the
original package fails or is destroyed, (3) modifications to the
software are not allowed, ( 4) decompiling (i.e. reverse engineering)
of the program code is not allowed without the permission 01 the
comaight holder, and (5) development of new works built upon the
package (derivative works ) is not allowed without the permission of
the copyright holder.
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31 SHARE\VAliE software Is c. id be copyright. as will When you

softvare Under a snareware arrangement. \ ou are actually

acquiring a license to use It. foot own n. loll acquire the license
2 from the individual or company that vans the copyright. The

1 2 conditions anti resthetlons Of the I iuctisv agreement vary from
oi program to program :Ind should be read aretully. The copyright

a holders for SIIAREWAI{E allow purchasers to make and distribute
a 3 eftpleS of the soft \vary, ((It demand that Ir. after testing the ;oftvare.

3 1

you adopt it for Use you must pay for II. In general. shareY ire

Noftvare licenses stipulate that ( I I the softvarts is covered toy

copyright. ( ) ;LIthougli one arlthal copy of the soitvats can he

made. the backup copy cannot he used e wept t hen the original

a 13
program code is not allowed without the permission of the copyright

]n1^1
package fails or is destroyed. modifications to the software arts

not allowed. ( -I I decompiling ( everse engineering) (II the

holder, and (5) development of new works built upon the package

( derivative works) is not allowed without the permission of the

copyright holder. Selling software as SIIARE\V : \RE is a marketing

decision. it does not change the legal requirements with respect to

copyright. that means that You can make a single archival copy. but

are obliged to pay for all copies adopted for use.

3 1
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FREEWARE, also is covered by copyright and subject to the

conditions defined by t he holder of the copyright. The conditions for

FREEWARE are In direct opposition to normal copyright

restrictions. In general. FREEW1RE software licenses stipulate thatn

1 3 t ) the software is covered by copyright. ( 2) copies of the software

can he made for both archival anti distribution purposes but that

tlf



distribution cannot be for profit. (3) modifications to the software is
allowed and encouraged, (4) decompiling ( i.e. reverse engineering)

of the program code is al!, wed without the explicit permission of the
copyright holder, and (5, ievelopment of new works built upon the
package (derivative works) is allowed and encouraged with the
condition that derivative works must also be designated as
PREEWARE. That means that you cannot take PREEWARE, modify

or extend it, and then sell it as COMMERCIAL or SHAREWARE

software.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

1)11131,1C DOMAIN software comes into being when the original

copyright holder explicitly relinquishes all rights to the software.
Since under current copyright law, all intellectual works ( including
software) are protected as soon as they are committed to a medium,
for something to be PUBLIC DOMAIN it must be clearly marked as

such. Before March 1. 1989, it was assumed that intellectual works
were NOT covered by copyright unless the copyright symbol and

declaration appeared on the work. With the U.S. adherence to the
Berne Convention this presumption has been reversed. Now all
works assume copyright protection unless the PUBLIC DOMAIN

notification is stated. This means that for PUBLIC DOMAIN software
( 1) copyright rights have been relinquished, (2) software copies can
be made for both archival and distribution purposes with no
restrictions as to distribution. (3) modifications to the software are
allowed, (4) decompiling (i.e. reverse engineering) of the program
code is allowed, and (5) development of new works built upon the

package (derivative works) is allowed without conditions on the
distribution or use of the derivative work.



Questions You May Have About
Using Software

What do I need to know about software and
a the C.S. Copyright Act?

It's l'eall very simple. The Copyright Law recognizes that ad

intellectual works ( programs, data, pictures, articles, books, etc.)
3 are automatically covered by copyright unless it is explicitly noted to

the contrary. That means that. the owner of a copyright holds the

exclusive right to reproduce and distribute his or her work. For

software this means it is illegal to copy or distribute software. or its

documentation, without the permission of the copyright holder.

111 a If you have a legal copy of software you are allowed to make a single

archival copy of the software for backup purposes. Ilowever, the

copy can enlv be used if the original software is destroyed or fails to

3 o r k . When t he original is given away, the backup copy must also be

is n given with the original or destroyed.

a
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If software is not copy-protected, do I have
the right to copy it?

Lack of copy-protection does NOT constitute permission to copy

software without authorization of the software copyright owner.

"Non-copy-protected" software enables you to make a backup copy.

In offering non-copy-protected software to you. the developer or

publisher has demonstrated significant trust in your integrity.

May I copy software that is available through facilities
on my campus. so that I can use it more conveniently
in my own office or room?

Software acquired by colleges and universities is usually covered by

licenses. The licenses should clearly state :low and where the

software may be legally used by members of the relevant campus

communities (faculty. staff. and students). Such licenses cover

software whether installed on stand-alone or networked systems.

whether in private offices and rooms. or in public clusters and

9



'..iboratories. Some institutional liceihes permit copying tor certain

purposes. The license may 1111)11 cop\ \\ ell Consult %our

Cd111PLIS allthOntle:3 10 be Na' II %on ,tre unsure about the

perinisNibll the of particutar .miitt\ are product.

Ilan/ I loan software.'

l'Ite P,191) lo the Copyright I.iv makes it ille".!al "loam

!ease or rent sott \vare" for purposes of direct or indirect commercial

alitage slwrific Permission or the (.01)vt.h4ht 110111(T.

\omprolit educational institutions are exempted from the 1900
modification. so institutional software ina he loaned.

Snn(' II) Mises IllaY e%ell restrict Ill(' Ihe of a (lip% I() ,1 ;Jeclia'

'ail(111110. c% en II '0111 oii more 1 han one ,%stein. ill getier.u. enses

;snail\ (10 Nt)'f allow t lie soltvare to be inst;illeo re-ident oIi

hall a single iimcnitie, or to run the ylit %%are simuitaneousiv

tiro or more machines.

Isn't it legally "fair use to copy software if the purpose
in sharing rt is purely educational.'

ilistoricailv, the Copyrwlit 1. a \kas modified to permit certain

oucationat 'hes of coprwlited materiah %%it hunt the usual

op\riglit re,trictions. Howe\ Pr. -fair the of computer ,oit \van'
till a cloud,: The -fair use amendments to the copYritIlit laW

e Intended in all()W 1151 ''I legally protected products.

'.lit It h Minted I for pappr-Pased products l to small portions ul lull
.','irks. For iilutit SolltVare II is clearly illegal to inaRe and distribute

iminthorized. lull' functional copies to class members tor their

:mlividual use. '.daking copies of a smaikect ion of code front a

pro;.!rain in ()roil to illustrate a niog1'anumn,..1 technique might not he

iolation. best alternative is to Clear all\ Stlell 1150 111111111e

01)11:.!ilt OWIler ur C011tillit the appropriate authorities at your

nstnution.
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,.Ilternatires To E.vplore
software eau be o(1 lila\ 441111k 414441 Viltit;11111114 ail411.41 141

purenase certain programs that ton need Sitedienseu and hulk
purchased software arc legal alternatives I hat multiple copies
.I'mitNviire more atfordable. Mam educational institutions

negotiate special prices for SI)14'all' 1154'41 411141 4111111;ISI'd be faculty.

staff students. Consult %our campus computing (dice tor
inform:it ion. .\s \nth other sottwarp. sue hemmed or 1,1k

purchased suit \vare Is snit covered by copyright, although the price

per copy may be significantly Imyer than t he normal commercial
Fl

n u price. .1 usual condition of site-liconsing bulknircliasing is that
copying ;mil distribution iii the software is limited ,1 central office

5\ fuck must maintain titentorie,, %dm recei\ ed it. When Sou3 .1 .1

i 10:1\ 0 1110 ;10;1(101111r 11/111111111111V hy graduation, retirement, or

resignation you may no longer be cuered by the institutional
.igrement and mar be required to return io 111.1 its sour copies 01
!he ,oit \vary lieensed to I tic or,iiitnion.
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`,lank cglleites sell sof 1\\ are through a campus store at "educational

discounts.- limit purchase soft \vary for yourself through such ail
,rtitlet. the sollvare is yours and need not be destroyed or

,urrendered when you leave the institution. It is, however. still
covered by normal copyright protection and covered [i the specific
numinous ot the licensing .,tgreetuent.

'. i 11 (1 1 . ( t'

FtestrIctiott on the lise of sofiw;ur are far from untform. You should

check carendly each piece of softvare and the accompttm
ductuttenttit um yourself. In general. you do not have the right to:

Poc(`IVO and use unauthorized copies of software. of

Nlake unauthorized copies of software for others.

If You have questions not answered hv this brochure idiom the proper

and diStrI411111(111 01 a software 4111(4110. Seek loin 411111 your

computing Mini,. software developer or publisher. or other

appropi late authorities at Your institution.
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This brochure has been produced as a
service to the academic community by
the Educational Uses of Information
Technology Program (EUIT) of EDUCOM
and the Information Technology Associa-
tion of America (ITAA). EDUCOM is a
non-profit consortium of colleges and
universities committed to the use and
management of information technology in
higher education. ITAA is an industry
association providing issues management
and advocacy; ublic affairs, business-to-
business networking, education and other
member services to companies t.tdch
create and market products and services
associated with computers, commtinicii-
tions and data.

Although this brochure is copyrighted,
you are authorized and encouraged to
make and distribute copies of it, in whole
or in part, providing the source is ac-
knowledged. Additional copies of this
brochure may be purchased by contacting
one of the organizations listed below..,,. s

EDUCOM
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Washington, DC 20036
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